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Sympathy:

Sympathy:

Former member Richard Flemming's father, Williard Finley
Flemming, passed away. Service was at the Freund Funeral Home
in Cuero, Texas.
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Westover Members:

Westover Members:

Julia Black in the hospital due to a boating accident. She has
been steadily improving and covets your prayers. Go to www.
caringbridge.org/visit/juliablack for current updates.
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Bobbye Wilson going through pain management for her back.
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Adam Black recovering from back surgery. Prayers for healing and
freedom from pain.

Adam Black recovering from back surgery. Prayers for healing and
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Family & Friends:

Family & Friends:

Mike Thompson's folks (Lloyd & Beverly Thompson) lost their home
and majority of belongings in the recent flood. Mike and his family
have started a GoFundMe page to help his parents at www.gofundme.
com/wdk4q8 Please keep Mike and his family in your prayers!
Tiffany Turner requests prayers for her mom's husband, Paul, who
was diagnosed with cancer for a second time and is going through
extensive treatments at MD Anderson. Recently he failed to get into
a study at MD Anderson and his pain levels are high. Prayers for the
pain to recede, that they will have more clarity with this situation and
peace.
Bill and Karen Quigley's daughter-in-law, Ingrid, received great news
from her doctors that there is no longer evidence of cancer in her
body! The blood work showed normal levels. Hoever, she will continue
with her 5th & 6th chemo sessions. She has a follow-up meeting with
her cancer specialist in Chicago. We ask for your continued prayers
for Ingrid's recovery. As we have seen, intercessory prayer has great
power!
Charlotte Wright's brother-in-law, Tom Wright, has gone back to work
after complications with knee replacement. His wife, Mary Pat, is still
recovering from complications with a serious infection.
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To submit a prayer request, you may check the box on the Welcome Card. Please continue to update
prayer concerns by emailing prayer@westover.org. Requests will remain on this list for two weeks from
the last update that we receive. An extended list may be found at westover.org. Updated: 6.28.15
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Please remember the following in your prayers that
may not be able to attend services on a regular basis:
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may not be able to attend services on a regular basis:

Wanda Burton (8819 Honeysuckle Trail, Austin 78759)
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Peggy Rodrigues (The Harbor at Buckner Villas, Apt C-102, 11110 Tom
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Adams Dr, Austin 78753)
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Prayers for those healing from surgeries and injuries:
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June Sampson, fell and will have surgery. June is at a skilled nursing
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facility, but her home address is: 7501 Parkview Circle, Austin 78731.
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Shirley Strickland, fell and is at rehab center, Hester's Crossing Rehab
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Center, 1400 Hesters Crossing, Round Rock 78681.
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Ruby Behren's has moved to a new apartment (#419) due to the flood.
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